
WAMS Senate 
October 1, 2013 
  
Lindsey Graham, Dean for Administration– Overview of Medical School Budget  

• Division of Biology and Medicine  WAMS + Program of Biology 
• Integrated financial model  
• Streams of revenue: mostly tuition/fees  
• Expenses:  

o AMS Staff  
o 222 Richmond + Facilities maintenance 
o Research cores 

• Hospital Relations 
o Affiliates 

 Lifespan: RIH, Miriam, Bradley (primary teaching affiliate) 
 Care NE: WI, Butler, Memorial Hospital (major teaching affiliates) 
 VA 

o “Shared-chair”  
o Lifespan’s flow of $1 million per yr (+escalation every yr) to the Division has  

stopped this year, currently in negotiation  
o Clinical Depts: split across hospitals and their historical bases 
o Brown is now considering going from being completely independent to a 

clinically integrated model (Academic Enterprise Model or Separate Practice 
Plan)  

o Emerging Issues: 
 Health care reform and physician alignment 
 Affiliations with competing health care systems 
 Threats to academic investments and priorities 
 NIH/NSF Budgets and US Budget Impasse 

• Financial Aid 
o Brown Tuition and HI: above average for privates 

 Tuition: below Ivies 
o Brown Total Cost of Attendance: around average 
o Avg med debt = 122,554 
o Grads with >$200,000 debt = 17.39% (avg for private is 36%) 
o Grads with b/w $150-200,000 debt = 24% (avg for privates is 23%) 
o Brown avg indebtedness dec from high in 2009  
o Fin aid discount rate from 28 to 33% (enhanced competitiveness) 

 Pre 2008: finaid from endowments  market crash  reduce 20% 
payout from the endowments  use operating funds 

 Post 2008: combo of endowment + unrestricted operating funds 
 2017: $24.9 million in new finaid endowment from WA Foundation 

• Questions: 
o What % of the revenue from med student tuition/fees returns to the med 

school? Unknown. 



o What are some of the demands put on Brown when considering a more 
integrated model with the teaching hospitals? Providing more resources and 
investment of EMR (EPIC). 

o Is there compensation for promotions to professorship? Domain of the 
hospitals/foundations, not from Brown. 

o Are we looking into new clinical training sites?  
o When you’re recruiting a chair of medicine, where does the $40-60million go? 

Recruiting funds to recruit new chiefs for the division, researchers and 
research faculty, start up requirements 

 
Coat Racks in Academies: Yes. Unanimously voted upon by acclamation.  
 
Provost Mark Schlissel—Brown Strategic Plan 

• Goal: How to inc reputation of Brown while maintaining the core? How can we 
become more robust and be acknowledged as a research institution, which was 
strengthened under former president Ruth Simmons? 

• Strategic Plan: Purposefully a broad level, high-level plan to identify 5-6 other things 
that Brown can invest in to be associated with and to allow flexibility in the plan for 
the next decade. Waiting to hear back feedback on the Strategic Plan before it goes to 
the Corporation by the end of October.  

• BioMedicine: 
o We have robust brain sciences programs, so continue building on it. 

 Neurology + Neurosurgery Program 
 Psychiatry Program 

o New Dean of Medicine Jack Elias:  
 Wants to work at the interface b/w lab research and clinical 

applications 
 Pinpoint other research areas (i.e. genetic medicine, aging) 
 Fundraising capacity to expand faculty or the medical school 

o New curriculum: integrating thinking health care delivery and patient 
populations, shifting focus from systems based curriculum, training with a 
mindset of population health 

o Building the Knowledge District 
 New spaces to provide a community for these researchers-clinicians 

o Hospital Affiliations 
  They are independently handling  

• His question to us: How do we fit into the Brown community? 
• Questions/Comments:  

o MD-PhD: b/c there has been historical difficulty getting federal funding, the 
investment comes from your own medical peers  

 Different ways to support students who are interested are becoming 
investigators: fellows program to allow students take 1yr-2yrs off to 
research, cost would be lower than PhDs, so there’s opportunity to 
provide more fellowships  

o How to increase our core research? 
o Free clinics presence? He would like to learn more about it and wants to know 



the rate limiting steps. 
o Young female scholars in science and hospital chairs? Pipeline is already 

filling for life science. Creating an internally fund post-doc fellowship: have 
them teach and mentor them in their scholarship.   

o Do you feel like you hear a medical student voice? Not much.  
o PLME: Difficult to determine how committed 17yo is to medical education. 

PLME is an interesting program to make Brown WAMS stand out. Cohort of 
PLMEs allows for interesting adjustments in the premedical curriculum and to 
design a competency-based curriculum.     

 
Next Meeting, Tues November 12: 

• Dean Jack Elias 
• Class updates  
• Art in the building   
• Public viewing of student funds  
• Possibly increasing student activity fee 
• Gym membership for administrators  


